abstract Neurological diseases are recognized as one of the most significant burdens of the modern society. Therefore, a new therapeutic approach applicable to nervous system represents priority of today's medicine. A rapid development of stem cell technology in the last two decades introduced a possibility to regenerate disease-affected nervous tissue. In this vein, stem cells are envisioned as a replacement for lost neurons, a source of trophic support, a therapeutic vehicle, and as a tool for in vitro modeling. This article reviews the current concepts in stem cell-based therapy of neurological diseases and comments ongoing efforts aiming at clinical translation.
Introduction
Discovery and constant improvement of techniques which allow cultivation of stem cells opened up new horizons in biomedicine.
Possibility to obtain a required cell type and use it to reduce pathological process introduced a concept of regenerative medicine. Among several medical disciplines, regenerative neuroscience most quickly attracted interest of scientific community. This is due to the fact that nervous tissue, along with heart muscle represents the most vulnerable part of human body. Even more, neurological diseases are almost regularly accompanied by serious and life-long lasting disability. Therefore, every 
Induced pluripotent stem cells -a giant step towards selfregeneration
One The iPSCs generated from SMA patients were derived into motor neurons. These neurons exhibited specific defects and a progressive loss in number [13] . This was the first time that scientist have been able to follow a very specific pathological process within neurons in in vitro condition. The usefulness of this approach was also proven on patients with Rett syndrome, which is an X-linked autismspectrum neurodevelopmental disorder.
Neurons derived from RTT-iPSCs exhibited disturbed development of synapse, reduced spine density, smaller soma size, altered calcium signaling and electrophysiological defects [14] . 
Translation of stem cell technology to clinical praxis
In the last two decades a remarkable progress has been made towards an efficient 
